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Well, what a month!
There is just so much to report and so little time to get it all down
on paper! I will have to remain focussed on the main events and
so I really do apologise if some of the regular club night reports
have to be glossed over for this month.
So, what is it that has kept me so busy?
Well, on the ‘Out and About’ front I have been to the superb ‘Tappers’
event at the Brighton Toy Museum, followed two days later by another
great night at Harringworth for the Northants and Rutland area meet.
Then a week after that I visited ETS in Prague for 3 days, and then finally,
this weekend just gone, was the most unbelievable celebration of 25
years of the Bassett-Lowke Society at ‘STEAM’, the museum of the
Great Western Railway. Don’t miss my reports on all these events below.
I have also had some very interesting submissions for ‘Customer
Corner’ this month. I moan when I don’t get information sent in, so when
I do, I feel duty bound to give everyone their fair share of exposure. I
hope you enjoy seeing how other enthusiasts enjoy the hobby.
Finally, on the ‘What’s New’ front the first of the GWR 14XX
loco/autocoach sets have arrived and I have to say, they look wonderful.
Then, as if that wasn’t enough excitement, there has been a limited
release from Seven Mill Models of a quite superb A4 Pacific featuring an
all-new DJH body casting married to the well tried and tested ETS double
motor/double clutch mechanism. Smooth and powerful! Read on for full
details.
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Out and About

Tappers Day at the Seaside – Brighton Toy Museum, 22nd
April 2017
Every April for the past few years I have been lucky enough to attend this
special ‘Tappers’ event. It is a wonderful day in a wonderful museum and
the vintage O gauge layout is one of the best you will ever see and
authentic in every way.
As some of you will know the ‘Tappers’ group is based around the
Bromley area of Kent but each year Graham Lock organises a trip to the
Brighton Toy Museum, where Chris Littledale, Milan Simek and the rest of
the museum team open up the fabulous vintage O gauge layout for a
running day par excellence!
It really is an honour to be invited along, together with the Ace Trains
boys, to be the trade presence at this event and I must thank Graham for
continuing to let me join in.
The museum is housed in four of the Victorian arches beneath Brighton
Station and it houses over 10,000 toys and models – everything from
dolls, teddy bears and puppets to Mecanno, Dinky Toys and Action Man.
But at the centre of it all is one of the finest collections of vintage model
trains and tinplate toys in the world. If you have never been please do
add it to your bucket list – you won’t be disappointed.

Beautiful repainted Ace/Seven Mill N2

A Bassett-Lowke (Corgi) J39 with goods train
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ETS USA Tank effortlessly hauling 5 Ace coaches

Brand New Seven Mill A4 is smooth and quiet

The ‘Tappers’ day is very relaxed and as you will see from the photos
above the ‘new’ mixes very well with the ‘old’ as many take the
opportunity to run their latest modern coarse scale acquisitions – even
one or two supplied by yours truly!
It is a 3 hour plus drive home for me from Brighton, but I have to say for
great atmosphere, good banter and some seriously lovely model trains, it
is hard to beat and well worth the effort.

Northants and Rutland O Gauge Group – Harringworth,
24th April 2017
The loose theme for this, our 4th meeting, was ‘Southern’ and very well
supported it was indeed. Another record equalling attendance of 35 plus
Richard and myself were treated to some fabulous and diverse models
once again.
Richard puts out a short newsletter after every meet, so I will once again
allow him to summarise our April meeting:
‘Southern and SR runners were, Darstaed Brighton Belle, Ace Schools
‘Westminster’ with Darstaed Maunsells, Ace Britannia ‘William
Shakespeare’ with Golden Arrow finery, Ace ‘Manston’ and ‘Padstow’
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pulling Darstaed Pullmans. Chris H sent his Atlas track which was
operated in his absence by Kevin P. On this layout we had a black SR
Bassett-Lowke N class Mogul and several Ace Southern tank locos pulling
various mixed goods; lovely colourful stuff. Kevin ran a Q class, 3-sub and
a magnificent Ace four-car Southern EMU which had yours truly seething
with envy!

Steve’s blue Ace Coronation and rake of coaches looked magnificent as
did Roger’s black Ace Duchess pulling some lovely Exleys. Don Neale ran
a superb scratch-built (by himself) Stanier 2-6-4 LMS Tank and there was
also a scratch-built Black Five on show. A lovely little ETS Filderbahn
Mallet in indigo livery chuffed around with some green ETS coaches
glazed and fitted out with lights. Alan B was able to run his delightful and
recently-acquired Merkur SNCF loco.’
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Our next meeting will be on Monday 26th June and the theme will be GWR
and BR Western Region. As always this is only to give a flavour and
everything is welcome so please bring whatever you fancy. Richard and I
have targeted 40 ‘sign-ins’ for June so do please try to support us if you
can!

Visit to ETS, Prague – 2nd to 4th May 2017
Every six months Colin Toten and I like to meet with the team from ETS in
Prague to discuss current and future projects and make sure that
everything is progressing well and as close to on time as possible!

Jiri Nemecek Chief Designer and Engineer at ETS (left) and yours truly in the ETS reception Area

This visit was particularly well timed as we had been a little concerned at
the slight delay to the autocoaches and it was a good opportunity to see
just how much work goes into producing these hand-made pieces. They
were on the production line throughout our visit and the first batch of
14xx/autocoach sets have now arrived in the UK (see ‘What’s New’
below).
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Staggeringly, all the gold lining on the final production autocoaches is
hand-painted – a monumental achievement combining high levels of
concentration and a very steady hand. The result, I hope you will agree,
is fabulous and I really think it has been well worth the wait.
As I mentioned, several new projects were also discussed. I won’t go into
too much detail as some of these may never see the light of day but one
project that will be available very soon is a new and extremely limited rerun of the ETS 2-8-0 Austerity. What started off as a special request from
a customer for one of these locos in LNER unlined black, will now become
a test run of just 12 pieces to be split between WJVintage and Raylo.

The livery will hopefully be one of those ‘simple but effective’ designs with
LNER lettering to the tender and a simple number on the cab sides.
Hopefully I should have more details/pricing next month but if you are
interested, please drop me a line or call and I will make a note.
Whenever we visit Prague, Jiri and Zuzana, our ETS hosts always try to
find something of interest for us to visit, if only for an hour or so between
meetings. On this occasion, we went to visit a railway preservation and
restoration group who operate from sheds just a stone’s throw from the
mainline railway into Prague.
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It has to be said, by UK standards, this was not the tidiest or best
organised of places, but the work they do is excellent in keeping some of
Prague’s historical steam and diesel locos in working order, as well as a
wide range of commercial trucks and buses.

The sheds have direct access to the mainline and this gives them the
ability to run the locos wherever they wish across the Czech Republic
(obviously avoiding normal services), and as a result they do quite a lot of
sightseeing tours for enthusiasts and corporate customers alike.

I also got to see a Czech version of the USA 0-6-0 Tank loco but it was so
tightly hemmed into the main shed that photography wasn’t that easy.

So, all in all, this was another very productive trip to ETS and you will
hopefully start to see the results of our visit over the coming months
towards the end of this year. Watch this space!
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Bassett-Lowke Society 25th Anniversary Show –
Swindon, 13th – 14th May 2017
Billed as possibly the last event of its type, this was always going to be a
very special occasion, despite it being over a busy weekend for shows and
events elsewhere

I wanted to hold-off completing this newsletter until after this show as I
knew it was going to be ‘special’. Despite Chairman Mike Green’s slight
misgivings about the number of other events over the same weekend, it
really was a spectacular success and if you missed it then you really did
miss a model rail spectacle, the likes of which you may never see again.
Held at the magnificent ‘STEAM’, the museum of the Great Western
Railway, visitors were able to access all parts of the museum as well as
the superb, unique displays put on by the Bassett-Lowke Society.
The centrepiece was ‘Lowco Town Junction’, a huge, 42ft long Gauge O
layout designed for continuous running over 5 tracks, and to represent
Bassett-Lowke O Gauge from the pre-war era through to the post-war BR
period. Everything from the track to the stations and lineside accessories
was by Bassett-Lowke and it was truly wonderful to see these fabulous
vintage trains really able to ‘open up’ and show their paces down the long
straights.
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Equally impressive was the Gauge 1 layout produced by Stuart Rose and
Craig King. An amazing range of Gauge 1 locos produced or sold by
Bassett-Lowke between 1900 and the mid-1920s was on display at one
end, with trains being run on a fabulous layout that included a figure eight
crossing in the middle.
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The Steam group from within the Bassett-lowke Society were also in
attendance with a layout owned and operated by Trevor Findlay.
Operating live steam indoors at a public event always comes with
challenges of a health and safety nature, but Trevor and his team did a
magnificent job and operated safely and incident free all weekend – even
more impressive when you consider most of the locomotives being
operated were manufactured during the 1930s.

The O Gauge layout provided by Ace Trains was a good showcase for the
modern ready to run market and even featured a couple of
WJVintage/Seven Mill Models girder bridges 😊
At any normal club night, this layout would be an impressive display but
you can see just how it is dwarfed by the BL layout next door

I have given as much space as I can to give a flavour of this unique event
and yet in reality, I haven’t even scratched the surface. There really isn’t
any substitute for being there in person to get the full atmosphere. I
really do hope that in 5 years’ time we will all meet up again for the 30 th
anniversary and we can enjoy these magnificent model trains in this
superb setting once again!
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Customer Corner

There are some really clever people around. Steve Clark is one of them!
Those of you who lurk or post on the Classic O Gauge forum,
www.classicogauge.net/forum/index.php may be familiar with Steve’s
garage layout. It is ingeniously designed with a series of pulleys and
ropes so that it can be hoisted up to the ceiling for storage and then
lowered again for running days.
As if that were not clever enough, Steve is also pretty nifty with
electronics and he designed and built ‘The Fat Controller’, the 3-circuit
power supply that we use at the Northants and Rutland O Gauge Group
meetings.
Then, to cap it all he is also a dab hand with digital video technology.
Shortly after taking delivery of the first batch of 14xx/autocoach sets I
delivered Steve’s set to him en-route to Swindon for the BL event. By
Saturday evening he had produced a 6-minute video, with sound, of the
loco and autocoach in action on a GWR themed layout. Do please click on
the link below, or copy it into your browser, and enjoy the fruits of his
labour on Youtube. I know I may be biased but I think it is magnificent
and I am sure you will enjoy it as well.
https://youtu.be/ahHbYER-0SU
What next Steve? A remake of the ‘Titfield Thunderbolt’ perhaps? 😊

I have known Robin Smith for some years now, but only recently did I get
to view his layout for the first time and to take a few photos. Built in his
shed, Robin has made use of every inch of space to create a wonderful 411

track circuit with multiple points and cross-overs, plus one of the
impressive Ace Canopy Stations as a focal point.
Having mentioned them elsewhere, I was also pleasantly surprised to see
2 ETS 2-8-0 Austerity locos sitting in a siding alongside an Ace 9F, and
really looking the part alongside this much-admired recent release. I am
sure you will agree, it does help when scenic accessories are added and
Robin has done a fine job of adding figures, signage and backdrops to his
layout

What’s New?

A4 Pacific 4-6-2
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This magnificent new model has just been announced in the past few
weeks and already it is in stock and ready to go in all liveries!
Featuring twin-motors and twin-clutch mechanism by ETS, coupled to an
all-new and exquisitely detailed cast body by DJH, this magnificent new
release is 2/3 rail switchable and is a smooth and powerful runner as you
would expect from Seven Mill Models.
Only 66 models have been produced across four liveries and they are
extremely competitively priced at £750.00 plus P&P
LNER Garter Blue (without
Valances)
Dominion of New Zealand
Union of South Africa
Dominion of Canada
Commonwealth of Australia
Empire of India
Dwight D Eisenhower

LNER Lined Apple Green (with
Valances)
Silver Link
Golden Eagle
Woodcock

BR Green lined (without
Valances)
Silver Fox
Union of South Africa
Sir Nigel Gresley
Golden Eagle
Kingfisher
Dwight D Eisenhower
Empire of India

BR Express Blue lined (without
Valances)
Sir Nigel Gresley (single chimney)
Sir Nigel Gresley (double chimney)
Mallard
Kingfisher
Commonwealth of Australia
Dominion of Canada

➢
➢
➢
➢

2/3/Rail switchable
Powerful twin motors
Super smooth clutch drive
Cab detail with driver’s and
fireman’s seat

➢
➢
➢
➢

Highly accurate, detailed
body
Real coal in tender
Body colour Handrails
Screw type front coupling

Although these A4s have only recently been announced they have been
selling very quickly at the shows I have attended in the past couple of
weeks. With such limited availability of liveries and names please contact
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me to check availability before you confirm your order. If possible please
let me have a 2nd choice as well.
Email: wjvintage@outlook.com or Tel: 07711092497
New 14xx plus Autocoach sets arrive!

And well worth the wait they have been! The first batch
of WJV01071, a set comprising 1420 in ‘GWR’ lettered
plain Green livery plus ‘Great Western’ lettered 40cm
autocoach 178 in Chocolate and Cream are in stock
and I am currently contacting customers in the order
that I received the original orders.
The 2nd batch will follow on very shortly and I will then be able to contact
everyone who pre-ordered. I have to confirm that I have now sold out of
all these sets.
The good news is that there are plenty more to come but interest is
building in the other schemes as well and I am taking orders for these
quite quickly. Don’t hesitate to and secure yours before it is too late.
Product Number WJV01071
GWR plain green 1420 plus Great
Western Choc/Cream autocoach
£560.00 per set plus P&P
Product Number WJV01062
GWR plain green 1420
Loco £375.00 plus P&P LOW STOCK
Product Number WJV01067
Great Western Choc/Cream
autocoach
£195.00 each plus P&P

LOW STOCK
£375.00
Plus P&P

Product Number WJV01072
BR green lined (late crest) 1450
plus BR Maroon autocoach
£560.00 per set plus P&P
Product Number WJV01063
BR green lined (late crest) 1450
Loco £375.00 plus P&P

IN STOCK
£375.00
Plus P&P

Product Number WJV01070
BR maroon autocoach
£195.00 each plus P&P
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Product Number WJV01073
BR black lined (early crest) 1470
plus BR Carmine/Cream autocoach
£560.00 per set plus P&P
Product Number WJV01064
BR black lined (early crest) 1470
Loco £375.00 plus P&P
Product Number WJV01069
BR Carmine/Cream autocoach
£195.00 each plus P&P

IN STOCK
£375.00
Plus P&P

Product Number WJV01075
Great Western plain green 4825
plus GWR Choc/Cream autocoach
£560.00 per set plus P&P
Product Number WJV01066
Great Western plain green 4825
Loco £375.00 plus P&P
Product Number WJV01068
GWR Choc/Cream autocoach
£195.00 each plus P&P

IN STOCK
£375.00
Plus P&P

Product Number WJV01065
GWR plain black 4807 Loco
£375.00 plus P&P
Product Number WJV01067
Great Western Choc/Cream
autocoach
£195.00 each plus P&P

COMING SOON
£375.00
Plus P&P

Here
-

is the specification of these impressive little GWR tank engines
All metal construction
Switchable 2/3 rail operation
10–20 Volts DC
Suitable for 2ft radius curves
Powerful electric motor with permanent magnets
Smooth mechanism with clutch drive

The fabulous Autocoach specification is as follows:
- All metal construction
- Hand painted lining
- Detailed tampo printed livery (not decals)
- Driver’s end bell
- Detailed luggage end with window bars
- Detailed interior seating
- Authentic Collett style bogies
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-

Removeable roof to allow figures to be fitted (not supplied) and 2 x
AAA batteries (not supplied) to be inserted for interior lighting.

Please contact me as quickly as possible to secure any of the above.
Numbers on each are going to be quite limited so order early to avoid
disappointment.
All my contact details are at the end of the newsletter

New Well Wagons from Darstaed
You will recall that last autumn, Darstaed announced a comprehensive
range of Well Wagons. 12 versions are proposed and I have been advised
that production of these will commence in the next few weeks. The pricing
will be £59.00 each plus P&P for 3-rail. These will be in diecast with the
same wheels as the bogie tankers and standard droplink couplings.
Alternatively, for £69.00 each plus P&P you can have the 2-rail version in
ABS (plastic) with 3-link hooks and Slaters fine scale wheels

BR Black

BR

Caledonian

GWR

LNWR

LMS

NE

LSWR

MR

NCB
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SR

NER

You will note that the BR and GWR wagons are now to be fitted with the
correct style plate bogies.
I already have a number of pre-orders for these wagons but you are all
now invited to consider your requirements as I will be confirming my
order with Darstaed in the very near future. I think these are going to
prove extremely popular. Please contact me asap to secure any of these.

‘As New’ O Gauge Train Collection
This collection that I first advertised last month has been selling fast over
the past few weeks.
Below is a list of what is currently still available. If any of these items are
of interest please let me know and I will reserve it/them for you and can
send photos for approval, if required. Obviously, these items are offered
on a first come, first served basis.

Product No.
Ace AC/2
Ace C24
Ace E10/T
Ace E21
ACL
Bachmann
BL99032
BL99041
BL99063
BL99064
BL99072
BL99075
BL99076
BL99077
Darstaed
Darstaed
ETS #184
ETS #184
ETS #184
ETS #184
Peco SL E697

description
Water Tower
6 Wheel LMS coach set (x3 per set)
SR 4-4-0 Schools 1885 Roedean (Navy Blue)
GWR 0-6-0 Pannier Satin Black
BR early crest 0-4-0 Pug
Brassworks A3 4-6-2 Flying Scotsman
LNER Black lined J39 0-6-0
4-6-0 Re-built Patriot BR late crest ‘E Tootal
Broadhurst’

Peckett 0-4-0 Green 'Joseph'
BR 2-6-0 N Class Mogul (revised quiet Mech)
7 Plank Wagon NE
BR NE Van
BL LMS Van
BR SR Van
BR (EX-LMS) P1 Corridor Coach Set A
BR (Ex-LMS) P2 Corridor Coach Set A
A1 0-6-0 Terrier LBSCR 'Boxhill'
A1 0-6-0 Terrier LBSCR Marsh Umber 647
A1 0-6-0 Terrier Southern Black 636
A1X 0-6-0 Terrier BR late crest
Y turnout (new in box)

Note - All prices are plus P&P
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qty
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Price
each £
165.00
175.00
650.00
295.00
175.00
600.00
350.00

1
1
1
1
2
2
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

575.00
265.00
550.00
25.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
225.00
225.00
295.00
275.00
275.00
275.00
38.00

WJVintage is on Facebook
Remember news breaks first on our facebook page so if you want to be
amongst the first to see what’s new, join up and ‘like’ the WJVintage
page. We now have 293 ‘likes’ that follow us so why not join them? Can
we make 300 ‘likes’ by next month?

Northants and Rutland O Gauge Group is now also on
Facebook
I have also set up a Facebook page for the NAROGG meetings so if you
are a Facebook user and you would like to see in more detail what we get
up to at this fabulous new event, then please look us up and ‘like’ our
page. The next meeting is coming up on Monday June 27th and all our
photos and possibly even videos will be posted shortly afterwards.

See us at Shows
If it’s convenient and you’d like to save the postage why not come and see
us at one of the regular shows we attend in the Midlands and East of England
and you can buy on the day.
We always like to meet our customers face to face – it makes a pleasant
change from the virtual world we seem to live in these days!
Below are our forthcoming shows:
Tuesday May 23rd – Fulbourn, Cambridge Area HRCA Meeting
Fulbourn Village Library, The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn, Cambs CB21
5HD – 6:30pm to 9:00pm (‘OO’ and ‘O’ Gauge layouts)
Saturday May 27th - Sandown Park (Barry Potter Fairs)
Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown Park Racecourse, Portsmouth Road,
Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ - 10:30am to 3:00pm
Monday May 29th (Bank Holiday Monday) – Huntingdon (JJ Webb
Fairs)
International Indoor Arena, Kings Bush Centre, Godmanchester, PE29
2NH – 10am to 3pm
Monday Jun 5th - Cotswolds Area HRCA Meeting, Northend, Warks
Burton Dassett Village Hall, Top Street, Northend, Southam,
Warwickshire, CV47 2TN – 4pm to 8:30pm
Tuesday Jun 6th – HRCA Merseyside Area Meeting
Preston Brook Village Hall, Preston Brook, Cheshire WA7 3AW - 4.00pm to
9.00pm
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Saturday Jun 10th – Bassett-Lowke Society, Digswell
The Cowper Arms, 31 Station Road, Digswell, Welwyn, Herts, AL6 0EA –
10:30am to 3:30pm
Pease note The Cowper Arms is next to Welwyn North Station

Saturday June 17th – Alresford, 25th Annual Festival of Toy Trains
Perins Community School, New Alresford, Hampshire, SO24 9BS 10:30am to 4:30pm

Ordering from WJVintage is Easy
Online
We no longer operate the online ordering system as calculating the postage
for multiple purchases and overseas shipments was proving too complex. So
please use the website as a shop window and then place you order either by
calling or emailing me. This has the added advantage that I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items. Please see below for full contact
details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a
cheque out for the total and post both order form and cheque to us at
the address shown. Please make cheques payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal or cheque. Please note our new email
address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
Shows
We also take the credit/debit card machine to all our shows.

That’s all for now!
All the best

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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www.wjvintage.co.uk

